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mayed to see the pittiless manner in which it punctures defects rise of temperature. The low temperature of the corona ap-
in petticoats and shells as mentioned by Mr. Wood. In fact pears to be due to its intensity which causes a high degree of
it is preferable to seal the outer lips of the shell only to save the uniform ionization and high conductivity of the air. As the
petticoats from puncturing. It might save years of misdirected current traversing this low resistance corona is only the small
effort if some of the advanced workers known to Mr. Peaslee charging current required by the dielectric the ohmic loss is
would publish results of their tests. probably very small. By preventing the hot concentrated
The very moderate temperature rise exhibited by hard fired flashover streamers the major source of heat is eliminated.

disks after several minutes application of 120 per cent of flash- A number of units that had passed the over potential test
over voltage must be due to low losses both within the dielectric were given the high-frequency test with maximum severity of
and in the corona enveloping the surface. For porcelain having application without puncturing any of them. The greater
an appreciable power factor the heat due to internal losses on number of punctures caused by the overpotential test doubtless
this test is rapidly cumulative to quick puncture because there includes the same insulators as would be punctured by the 60-
is no cooling medium as in the iinmerzed oil test to prevent a cycle and high-frequency tests.

Failure of Disk Insulators on High-Tension
ransmission Lines
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Yadkin River, Power Company, Rockingham, N. C.

THE writing of this article is prompted by the fact, of the middle third of the assembly is approximately
brought out at several Institute meetings at which the same as for the air, and that of the top third of the
papers dealing with disk insulators were dis- assembly is less than that for the air. As a result of

cussed, that although much successful research labora- this condition there is a leakage of current from the
tory work has recently been done to determine the disks of the lower third of the assembly to the air, and
electrical and mechanical characteristics of insulators from the air to those of the upper third.
of this type, there is available practically no accurate
information showing the actual operating performance NUMBER OF FAILURE.
of such insulators during a period of years. Having 2 3 500
recently compiled certain information of this kind I 7 f _ -_ __ _
take pleasure in making it available to the profession
in the hope that those members who are engaged in
the field of ceramic research may find it of interest and 6 __
possibly of some assistance to them in their work,
from which I hope will soon be developed a disk in- l
sulator possessing greater mechanical and electrical
strength than any such insulator at present available. |
The laboratory results of several well known in- -_ _ _ _

vestigators, among whom are Prof. H. J. Ryan of z
Stanford University, and Mr. F. W. Peek, Jr. of the
General Electric Company, have definitely determined 3 - - -4
the voltage gradient curves and electrical stresses - |
existing in disk insulator assemblies consisting of a 7,. 0'

number of disks of the same type. Their results 2 - -t_ _ 1
show that in an unshielded assembly of seven cap-and-
pin type disk insulators with a voltage to ground of 1 ___ ___
61,000 volts, the voltage gradient curve will be as |-_|____
given in Fig. 1. From this curve we see that the poten- 0 1o 15 20 25
tial drop across the various disks ranges from a maxi- KILOVOLTS
mum of 14,000 volts across the disk nearest the con- FIG. 1IVOLTAGE GRADIENT AND RATE OF FAILURE CURVES

ductor ~to a miiu of 650 vot cos h hr FOR SEVEN-DISK ASSEMBLY, UNSHIELDEDductor to a mlnomum of 6500 volts across Ine InlraLine Voltage 105,000
disk from the tower or grounded end of the assembly. Voltage to Ground 61,000
Investigation has also shown that the voltage gradient
for the third of the assembly nearest the conductor is Now consideration of the facts that the leakage
greater than the gradient for the surrounding air that resistance is not uniformly distributed along the
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resulting from the unequal potential drop across the in 1911, and these insulators are consequently a
various disks, would lead us to believe that the disk TABLE II
adjacent to the conductor should fail most frequently Failures located on test 1916-1921 arranged according to location of disk
and that the rate of failure of each of the seven disks mithe assembly, disk No. 1 being adjacent to the conductor.

in the assembly should bear a definite relation to the Disk Top Middle Bottom Total
No. Wire Wire Wire7intensity of the electrical stresses to which that par- --1 112 112 100 324

ticular disk is subjected. However, an inspection of 2 11 96 90 2876
the tabulated results given in Table I, II and III, 3 193 204 135 5325
covering nine years of actual operating experience, 4 246 203 147 596 4

shows no such relation existing between the rate of 5 237 210 181 628 2
failure and the electrical stresses to which the disk 6 259 211 186 656 a
are subjected as determined in the laboratory. Indeed 7 281 239 212 732 _
these tables show that with the exceptionr of_iskNo Cap and pinthese2tables show that with the exception of disk No. Total 1429 1275 1051 3755 seven-disk assembly
2, disk No. 1, the disk nearest the conductor, has the ------___- -________
lowest rate of failure in the assembly, and that with product of the early days of disk insulator man-
the exception of No. 2 disk this rate increases with the ufacture. When the line was built, six of these disks
position away from the conductor until the highest were used on suspension assemblies and seven on ten-
rate of failure is found for the No. 7 disk this being sion or dead end assemblies. However, so much
the one attached to the tower. I would very much trouble was experienced with these insulators failing
like to have someone more familiar than myself with on tension assemblies that in 1915 all cap and pin
insulator research and high-voltage phenomena fur- disks used in tension assemblies were replaced with
nish a theoretical explanation of the observed results tension assemblies made up of eight Hewlett disks,
as embodied in Tables I, II and III. and the number of cap and pin disks used in all
The tabulated results given in the three tables are suspension assemblies was increased from six to seven;

based on the operation of a 100-kv. double-circuit this insulation is used at present, although as seen
steel-tower line 97 miles long during the period from from Table III, the rate of failure of the cap and
March 1912 to October 1921. pin disks is rapidly increasing.
The principal physical features of this transmission Tables I, II and III refer only to the cap and

line are: Double-circuit steel towers 73 feet high, pin disks used on suspension assemblies, there being
supporting two three-phase circuits of No. 1/0, six- on this line a total of 4452 such assemblies consisting
strand copper wire; The three conductors of each cir- of a total of 31,164 disks. The failures shown are only
cuit are on the same side of the tower, the vertical those located on our annual insulator test; failures
spacing between these conductors is nine feet; the causing cases of line trouble, which are invariably due
horizontal spacing of the two circuits is 15 feet for the to lightning, are not included as very often in such
bottom and the top conductors, and 21 feet for the cases when three or four disks show signs of having

been punctured the entire assembly is replaced. The
TABLE I information contained in Tables I and II is similar

Failures located on test from 1912-1915 arranged according to location of
disks in the assembly, disk No. 1 being adjacent to the conductor. but t was necessary to separate it into two parts as

,____- - - - ____- the seventh disk added in 1915 was put in
Disk Top Middle Bottom
No. Wire Wire Wire Total , the position nearest the wire; the former No. 1 disc

- r z \ 6then becoming No. 2, No. 6 becoming No. 7 and so on.
1 15 18 37 70 The small number of failures found in 1913, 1914 and
2 6 10 25 41 4 1915 is due somewhat to the fact that the tests made
3 11 14 21 46 during these years were not as thorough as those that
4 13 13 16 42 2 have been made in subsequent years.
5 10 11 17 38 1

TABLE III
6 24 14 12 50 Failures located on test from 1912-1920 arranged according to years

Total 79 80 128 287 Cap and pin and location of disks in the assembly, disk No. 1 being adjacent to the
six-disk assembly conductor. Total number cap and pin disks on suspension assemblies

31, 164, prior to 1916, 26, 712.

middle conductors; as originally built the horizontal Disc No. 11913 11914 11915 916 l1917 l1918 l1919 1920 lTotal
spacing of the two circuits was the same for a'l three 1 1 4 26 30 54 51 41 42 36+ 294
conductors bu,t so much trouble was experienced with 2 l8 22 11 21 20 44 22 69 217
the wires whipping together when snow or sleet fell 3 8 223 16 206 48 63 40 121'4 341
off the line, thatin1916 the spacingbetween the middle 5 s 14 1l9 |30 |55 88 67 1116 394
conductors was increased to 21 feet by putting a three- 6 3 23 24 21 5288110 40 1 60 411
foot extension on each end of the middle crossarm. Total 47 130 110 215 341 512 313 802 12470
The average span length is 680 feet. The disk insu- %TDtials 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.7 11.1 11.6 1.0 2.6 .
lators used are of the cap and pin type manufactured Note: 1921 Figures not included in TablelII.
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From Tables I, II and III we find that the rate of pin into the porcelain with neat cement, and as the
failure for the position of the disk in the assembly coefficients of expansion of the metal cap and pin, of
instead of being greatest for No. 1 disk and then in the cement, and of the porcelain are all different, it
the order Nos. 2, 3, 7, 4, 6, 5, which theoretical con- is my opinion that the so called aging and ultimate
siderations as deduced from the voltage gradient curve failure of these disks is primarily, a mechanical failure
in Fig. 1 would cause us to believe should be the case; due to the gradual crushing of the porcelain inside of
actually occurs in the order Nos. 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 1, 2. the metal cap by the varying compressive stresses
This would indicate that the longest life is to be ex- to which it is subjected, these resulting from sudden
pected from the disks nearest the conductor and the temperature changes such as occur when a heavy
shortest from those at the tower or grounded end of the shower falls on a hot summer day. Our experience
assembly. These results are exactly contradictory with these cap-and-pin type disk insulators is that they
of the conclusions deduced by the writers of several deteriorate just as fast in storage exposed to the weather
recent articles based on their research work in connec- as when they are in service on the transmission lines.
tion with disk insulator assemblies.

Should further investigation and experience of NUMBER OF FAILURES-
operating companies show that the results embodied 1913-1920
in Tables I, II and III are typical of the performance 0 100 200 300 400 500
of disk insulators in service on high-voltage trans- 0 1913-19220 200 400 600 800 1000
mission lines over a period of a number of years, then
it would appear that the present experimental efforts 7 x
being made to distribute uniformly the leakage res'st-
ance among the disks of the assembly, by us'ng shields l
grading the disks in the lower third of the assembly, or 6 - -
by other means, are misdirected energy and that the
essential thing to be done is to devise some means 5 - -
which will increase the life of the disks in the top third,
of the assembly and particularly that of the disk at- Kl
tached to the tower. n 4 _*-
As previously stated, the cap and pin disks on

whose operating pe formance the figures given in the /
tables are based were manufactured in 1911, and are 3 - - ______

there ore, undoubtedly inferior to the disks manu- \
factured today, since the porcelains now produced are 2 -_v,_l
superior to those of ten years ago. However, this has 2 - -
no bearing upon the relative rates of failure of the
various units in the assembly; since the only requisite 1
for a fair comparison of these rates is that the disks used
in the assembly shall be of uniform quality, and as all 0 ; 10 15 20 25
of the disks were manufactured by the same concern KILOVOLTS
at the same period this should be the case. FIG. 1A-REVISED TO INCLUDE 1922 TESTS.

In closing it may be of interest to state that in 1915
this company reinsulated several of its transmission
lines, replacing the cap and pin disks with Hewlett Appendix

Table II revised to include 1922 test:type disks; and that the cap and pin disks removed Test made June 1922
were used to add an additional disk on some of the Disk Top Middle Bottom
other lines, among them being the line concerning No. Wire Wire Wire Total
which the data given in the tables included in this
article were collected. From this itwill be seen that the 1 148 138 134 420
disks added on this line in 1915 were not new disks but 2 120 116 108 344
ones which had seen previous service. Before being 3 213 235 164 612
installed in their new position these disks were given
a thorough test, the General Electric oscillator being4 27 22 11 67
used to make this test. Out of about 5000 disks so 5 1272 1233 1203 1708
tested over 700 failed, and in 90 per cent of these the 6 302 242 203 747
failure was found to result from the puncture of the
porcelain inside of the cap, or just at the edge of the 7 315 1268 1235 i818
cap. In these disks the cap is cemented on and the TOtaj 1644 1454 1218 4316
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Table 111 revised to include 1922 test: Test made June 1922 rate of depreciation this would occur more frequently in the

Disk No. 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 Total case of the bottom units than with the others.
l-l_ l__- |-__ -l- - - - - Porcelain is never completely annealed. Due to daily tem-

1 14 26 30 54 51 41 42 36 100 96 490 perature changes it is subject to working stresses within the
2 8 22 1 1 21 20 44 22 69 I11 57 385 body of the material itself, independent of any which may be

4 9 23 10 26 44 85 60 127 254 71 709 imposed by cemented hardware. These facts incline me to a

5 5 14 19 30 55 88 67 116 272 80 746 belief in a gradual deterioration of the manner stated. Further-
6 3 23 24 21 52 88 40 160 295 91 797 more, so far as I am aware, there is nothing in all ceramic experi-
7 ..... 43 71 103 42 170 .303 86 818 ence to indicate that a large percentage of insulators now being

Total 47 130 110 215 341 512 313 802 1572 561 4603 manufactured will not deteriorate at a slow rate.%l Total
No. Disks 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.6 1.0 2.6 5.1 1.8_ E. E. F. Creiohton: I want to take up that point that Mr.

_____________________________ Wood asked, I think, and which bears directly on the subject,
deterioration. In order to find out what was the matter I made

Discussion two different kinds of tests; one I will mention at the present

R. J. C. Wood: There is a very interesting thing in Table 3 time.s a n 1 ,1 w _ ssr ^w . , 1 * * *Hundreds of insulators were punctured. After each one was
In the early years we find that the No. 1 disk is the one which is
failing to the greater extent, in 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916; and then punctured the process was o take some red dye and with the
in 1917 No. 7, which is the one nearest the point of support, vaeugh the ole,ste set the pulatoredeto dye

usurps first place and keeps approximately that position, so through the hole then set the insulator aside to dry. It took a
on the whole in these latter years it is the one nearest the Point day or so usually-if you want to have it done thoroughly. Then

.whic shoselte geatst numberofe faires. Now I take up the insulator and find what sort of puncture hole takesof support whpla seows the greatest number Of falures. NOW
we all know that in the years 1913, 1914, the kind of insulator Wef
we were getting was very different from the insulators we get We found from those tests that nearly all the punctures were
today; and that raised the question in my mind as to whether due to folds or defects in the porcelain. As soon as you break it

those early failures may not have been due to one cause-perhaps to pieees you will find that the dye has run in little fiat streaks
soft, porous porcelain, which was to be had in plenty; and the in there so that the porcelain actually opened up and there was a

failures of the later years, when it is to be presumed that most big flat place in there. If a porcelain punctures because of
of that poor stuff had been weeded out, have been caused by porosity you will find the puncture takes the shortest path

prolonged mechanical vibration, through the porcelain, that is, if the porcelain is three-quarters
W. A. Hillebrand: Experience with insulators on this line of an inch thick it will go straight through the three-quarters of

has been extremely interesting. There are several points worthy an inch. In general, however, the path of the discharge is very

of note. One is the extremely low rate of failure of insulators in much longer than the thickness of the porcelain, showing that
the suspension position over a period of seven years. It is one there was a definite defect.
Of the very best that I know of, as you will see from Table 3, very The three ingredients, clay and feldspar and the flint in pro-

much better than the records of many eomparative insulators portion, usually about five, three and two, are mixed with water

over the same period. The seond is a comparatively high rate in a large vat, and then it is necessary to get enough water out

of failure of insulators in the dead-end position. so much so that so as to get the clay in plastic form, that means going through

I think after three years they were all removed in favor of another a filter press, and the filter press takes out perhaps a little bit too

type. much water. At any rate, these filter cases, about two inches
Now, I think within a year after the construction of this line, thick, about two feet square are piled up one on top of the other

it was subjected to a heavy sleet loading such that over one see- and hammered down, and they are mixed as much as possible
tion there was about one conductor break per mile, with about and hammered down in the pile and left for several days for the

twenty conductor breaks all told. This meant that the dead-end moisture to equalize, then they are put through a machine and
insulators were practically all over-stressed, which may have in- thoroughly mixed up. Now during that process there are these

fluenced their high rate of failure. This is particularly likely little air pockets that may be in there, most of them to be sure

to be true, if as is my belief, many types of suspension insulators eliminated or we would not have got good porcelain at all, but

are operated under a false mechanical factor of safety, that is, these little pockets do from time to time continue through all

the actual unit stresses are very often considerably higher than that process, and those are the little incidental conditions which
what is calculated. make porcelain unreliable.

In the matter of vibration there is one case at least on record Now those of us who have worked with porcelain realize that

of an insulator having been practically pulverized from this a perfect piece of porcelain is an accident. It is a craft and it is

cause. In another case of a transposition tower, insulators, onlyaquestionofhowgreatthoseholesare.
which were subjected to practically no weight whatsoever, were Now, does porcelain deteriorate, is there any chance that we

failing at such a rapid rate that it was necessary to add a very will ever get to a place where we can count on the porcelain for
considerable weight simply to damp out the vibration stress. an indefinitely long time? In order to get some data on that
The question has been raised as to the reason for the peculiar subject I made up a large wheel that I have described elsewhere,

shape of the curve shown in Fig. 1, that is the higher rate of called the Ferris wheel. It would not pass in here-it would
failure of the insulator next to the conductor than that of the turn in this room. On the outside of that wheel insulators were

one above. It is to be noted that this paper is probably a placed, standard insulators. At the bottom we used a special
record of insulators removed from all causes, as a result of line cooling means to get the temperature down to twenty degrees
testing and of actual failure in operation. below zero, Fahrenheit. At the top we put in heating units and

Porcelain is a heterogeneous, conglomerate material consisting resisters so that we could raise the temperature any desired
of an aggregate and a binder. The mechanism of its failure is amount. In between we had a cooling space of air. With that
probably that of a slowly developing crack similar to the well apparatus we could change the temperature of the insulator over
known depreciation of tableware. As the bottom unit of a sus- a range far greater than it would have in practise.
pension insulator string has an operating potential considerably Now we put an insulator through that process, and assuming
higher than that of any other unit it is conceivable that a deteri- that twice around was equivalent to one year, we carried the

orating insulator would at last be weakened to the point where insulators through dozens and dozens of years of life. The test
it would be punctured by the operating voltage. For an equal was perhaps a little more severe than they would get in practise.
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We have no very good way of determining whether there was oscillator, and those found good have been used for making re-
deterioration there, but this much we can say that after they had placements on the line under discussion in my paper. It is
passed through those many temperature changes, running it in very probable that Mr. Wood's conjectures with regard to the
and out continuously we could detect no deterioration of the cause of failure of No. 1 disks in the years 1913 to 1916 are
porcelain. That gives hope that the porcelain does not deterior- correct; that such failures were due to defective porcelain.
ate, in fact to the contrary, for the well-known methods of manu- However, it must be borne in mind that the tests made in 1913-
facture of porcelain it is my feeling that there is no deterioration 14-15 were not as thorough as those which have been made in
of porcelain itself. The deterioration, as has well been pointed subsequent years.
out by Mr. Wood, is mechanical. Referring to Mr. Hillebrand's remarks the average failure of

Ivar Herlitz: In the years 1914 and 1915, a large number of suspension disks in ten years including 1922 has been only
suspension insulators were installed on the 70-kv. transmission 1.5 per cent per year. With regard to the high rate of failure
lines operated by the Swedish Board of Waterfalls. The design of insulators in dead-end assemblies, these were so high, that by
of these insulators was preceded by considerable research work. the end of 1914, when the line had been in operation for a little
An account of the principles brought out by this research work, over two years, it was necessary to decide on a replacement of
and of the operating results with the insulators, was recently all these insulators used in dead-end assemblies with insulators
published in the Swedish technical literature (Teknisk Tid- of another type.
skrift, Jan. 1922). A brief summary of some aspects of this The sleet storm referred to by Mr. Hillebrand occurred on
paper may be of interest in this connection. April lst-2nd, 1915, when this line had been in service for three
The essential principles for the design of these insulators were years and we had already experienced so much trouble with these

as follows: dead-end assemblies that we were preparing to replace them
1. The porcelain was, as far as possible, relieved of tensile and with Hewlett disks prior to the time when this sleet storm occur-

shearing stresses; the possibilities for concentrations of the red. This storm caused the line to go down in over 40 places in
electrical field were reduced by avoiding all sharp corners, a section forty-six miles long, practically all breaks being due to

conductors breaking under the load of snow and ice; the snow2. Cap, pin, and porcelain were cemented together in such a a,nd ice on the line was so hea,vy that a piece of No. 6 telephone
way as to allow the metal to expand and contract freely in the irem n the so arwas found t be 9-iN. i circum-wire measured in the storm area was found to be 9-in. in circum-axial direction under temperature variations; stresses on account ference, that is inclosed in an ice and's-now sheath nearly three
of radial expansion of porcelain, cement, and metal were elimi- inches in diameter. Comparatively few insulators were found
nated by means of elastic cushions between the various parts. to be defective after this storm when a routine test of all insula-

3. Certain experiments having indicated that electrical tors of this line was made. On suspension assemblies only 0.4
phenomena in the cement might have a detrimental effect, it per cent of the disks were found defective. Figures are not
was decided to short-circuit the cement by means of a conducting available but I do not believe we found any large number of
film on the porcelain, which film was connected to the cap and strain insulators which had failed due to the stresses put upon
pin respectively. them by this storm.
More than 70,000 insulators of this design have been in opera- With regard to Mr. Creighton's "ferris wheel test" I do not

tion for 7 years without showing any aging phenomena. Some feel that two trips around his wheel produces stresses in the
20 units have been exchanged, but only on account of damage insulators equal to those experienced during a year of service
from arcs. on the transmission line. I consider the most severe stresses

Experience has indicated that the short-circuiting of the experienced by insulators in this section due to temperature
cement is of little importance, but the demand for this feature changes, to be those produced when a cold shower falls on a hot
accidentally gave rise to an interesting experience. On the first summer day. The temperature of the porcelain in the sun is
insulators the conducting film was made of graphite, but on a around 120 deg. Fahr. or higher and that of the rain in the neigh-
later delivery, of which 8000 were put into operation, lead had borhood of 60 deg. Such an experience as this will happen to all
Deen used. Of these insulators, 15 per cent failed in a few years. of our insulators at least 25 or 30 times each summer. The top
An investigation showed that this was entirely due to the fact disk is most exposed to an experience of this kind and we have
that the lead became oxidized and thereby greatly expanded. thought that this was possibly the cause why disks in this
This seems to furnish a strong argument for the importance of position failed with the greatest frequency. It is to be noted
taking care of the stresses caused by expanding cement. that the disks in discussion have no elastic cushion of any kind
H. D. Panton: In reply to Mr. Wood I will say that we between the porcelain, the cement, and the metal. The cement

have never purchased any of the cap and pin disk insulators in being in direct contact with both the porcelain and the metal.
question since 1911; replacements up to the present time having Certain compressive stresses are obliged to be set up due to
been made with disks removed from otherlines when reinsulated temperature changes; whether these stresses are of sufficient
with other disks. Disks so iemoved are tested with the G. E. intensity to rupture the porcelain, I am not in a position to state.


